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2. IMa9n results 
In this section, we prove the following extension to Theorem 1 of Antoniak [ 11. 
Themem ! . The conditional distribution of P given xi E A, ( E d) for i = 1, . . . , k 
with A&& l . 9 c a4k and Q! (A,) > 0 is a mixture of Dirichlet processes with 
transition m ?as*re defined by ark (u, A) =a(A)+~f&t,(A)+I,(u) for 
(w, A)E 0 x d tind with mixing measure pk where pl,. . . , pk are defined by 
a(ArMA) = ar(AfIA,)andforAin& 
ELdA) = 
(r(A n Ad f’~ &-I)+ c I-* CV(A 1’7 A, n &.,) I-* 
a(A,)+ I- 1 /ml (w(A,)+j - 1 (1) 
for 1 = 2,. , . , k where I? stands for the complement of B and A. = 0. 
Prroopi, By Theorem 1 of Antoniak [l], the c.d. of P given XI E Al is a mixture of 
Dirichlet processes with transition measure CK~ and mixing measure ~1 given by 
and 
a,(~,, A) = a(A)+ IA (ul) for (u,,A)E 8) x d, (2) 
&4&t(A) = ~(AI t’-~ A) for A E J& (3) 
To obtain the cd. of P given X, E A1 and X2 E AZ, we assume that we have a 
sample X2 of size 1 from the mixture of Dirichlet processes described via (2) and (3) 
and that X2 E A,. SO, accordingly, let u1 be a point in At chosen randomly 
according to pt. Now an application of Theorem 1 of Antoniak [ 1) with cu( a) t 
I,@,) as the parameter of the Dirichlet process and with the observation belonging 
to A2 gives the conditional (given u,) transition and mixin&: measures defined by 
aa&, A ] ~1) = a(A)+ IA (ut)+ L (us), (4) 
art d 
iven 
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y,(A) = a(A nA,)+cl,(A)+~*o+ta,-:f~ 
a!(A,)+l--1 - 
for(u,,A)E@x&andI=2,..., k. Eq. (8) with I = k gives the transition measure 
stated in the result. The desired expression for pI (see (1)) can be obtained by first 
solving the linear difference quations 6,ar = cr + xf:b ar for I = 1,2,. . . for uI in 
terms of al, &I~,. . . , bl and cl,. . . , cl whenever a. = 0, cl = al, bl = 1 and bi ~0 for 
all i. Such a solution leads to 
Ul = 
Cl - Cl-1 + kj cj -y 
br ,=: j I-’ 
for 1 = 2,. . . . Substituting ur = pr (A), b, = a(AJ + i - 1, and c1 = a(A n A,), we 
obtain (1) from (10) con Jeting the proof of the result. 
Theorem 1 stated above can be generalized as described in the following theorem 
*whose proof follows from the straightforward definition of a conditional distribu- 
t:ion. 
Theorem 2. The conditional distribution of P given X, E A, ( E &) with a (A,) > 0 
f ori=l , a , , . ,k is u mixture of Dirichkt processes with trunsition measure defined by 
at (@a, ” ’ 9 u,),A)=ar(A)+~:-,~~(~,) for (ul,...,uk)E $69 and A EJ$ and 
with mixing measure (FCL defined by CQ~,,...,~~&% x 0 6 e x A&a (Js) = 
CY~X,,...,A@ n (A1 x * 6 * x AI)) for B in o( k aI), the a-field generuted by the field 
A Jze and a(x,,...,xk) is the margiszal pmbub&y measure of (Xi,. u .) XA ). 1 
Remrk, The difference between Theorems 1 and 2 is that the mixin 
in Theorem 1 is just defined on at while in the other CPIQ, it 0 
aw to U~PQ Theotern 1 rtlther tktrn Theorem 
Ai obtains a~ the following section ‘ 
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Consequently, we observe only (6, 2) = ((&, Z,), . . . ) (S,, Z,,)) where 
8j z I~x~~Y,~ and Z, = min(Xi, Yi}, i = 1,. “. , n. (11) 
It is desired to make decisions concerning F (F(u) = P(l), ~11) when the data 
X I,. . , , Xn is corrupted as described above. (For example, one might be interested 
in estimating F when 
l.y(F$) = Ia (F(u)-E(u))*dw(u) or I@$) = /mjF(u)-P(u)ldw(u) 
0 0. t 
for some weight function w on (0,~) or test for F s F. against the alternative 
F$ F,, under O-l loss function where F(, is a known distribution function.) All these 
examples require the cd,. of F given (8, Z). We use Theorem 1 to obtain this cd. 
which is stated below as Theorem 3. 
Digressing slightly, we point out here that the model described above is a 
bayesian analogue of the model extensively considered in connection with the 
analysis of survival data in medical studies. For example, see the papers by Gehan 
[3], and Kaplan and Meier [S], and the book by Gross and Clark [4]. 
In order to find the c.d. of P given (6, Z), we can assume (and will assume so), 
without loss of generality, that 6, = & = l l . = Snwk = 1, S,,-k+l = l l l = & - 0 and 
that 2L+, a ,Zn-k+2 a l 9 0 Z= 2”. By Theorem 4 of 961, the c.d. of P given 
(l,Z,), . . . ,(l, Z”-,) is a Dirichlet process Q with parameter /3( 0) = 
(Y( l ) + ‘CT:,” I.(Z”). Tlherefore, the needed c.d, ol P given (8,Z) is equivalent to 
obtaining the c.d. of Q given (O,Zn-k+l), . . . ,(O,,;&). 
From a result on conditional distributions (for e:l;ample, see (2.9.18) of Wilks [8]), 
it can be easily seen that for any meascirable partition AI, . . . , A, of (0, m), 
P{Q(A+ al, . ..y Q(A)s a/ l(O,zr,-k+,),..~,(O,zn)}=-- 
provided the rhs exists for 0 s ai s 1 for i = 1,. . . , 1 where P stands for probability 
opera.tion. It now easily follows from the above formula that 
lhsof‘(12)=P{Q(A~)~al,...,Q(AI)~ar~~~zi forj=n-k+l,,.,, n} (13) 
almost everywhere provided 
IIj is absolutely continuous or discrete for j = n - k + 1,. , . , n. WV 
‘Thus (13) shows that the c.d. of P given (6,Z) is equal to the c.d. of Q given 
X n-k+j E Aj = [Zm-khj,a) for j = 1,. . ., k. By assumption on Zj, 
Hence with the notation given above, (14) and Theorem 1 provide the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 3. Eer! Hi be absolutely continuous or discrete for j = 1,. . . ., n and let (Al) 
hold. Then the c.d. of P given (6, 2) is a mixture of Dirichlet processes with transition 
measure p( . ) -I- XfL: pi ( l ) -I- 1. (u ) and with mixing measure pk where p, p Ir . . . , and 
pk are given by 
P(B) == (Y(B) + “jj 10 (Zj), 
i=l 
and 





+ C P(B n [zn-k+jr Zn-k+j--1)) ‘-’
i=l P([Z-k+i, O”))+ j - 1 
for 1 = 2,. . . , k. 
The model described above can also be used for the Eayesian analysis of random 
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